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Human evolution is the evolutionary process that led to the
emergence of anatomically modern humans, beginning with the
evolutionary history of primates – in.
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Human evolution, the process by which human beings developed
on Earth from now-extinct primates. Viewed zoologically, we
humans are Homo sapiens.
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Humans first evolved in Africa, and much of human evolution
occurred on that continent. The fossils of early humans who
lived between 6 and 2 million years.
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Human evolution, the process by which human beings developed
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humans are Homo sapiens.
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– 3 million years ago - Australopithecus afarensis, an early
hominid - a term used to describe early humans - which walked
on two legs, lived in eastern Africa. million years ago - Homo

habilis lived in Africa and had a short body, with ape-like
arms, as well as large.
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One of the earliest defining human traits, bipedalism -- the
ability to walk on two legs -- evolved over 4 million years
ago. The Origin of Our Species.
ImaginingtheHumanFuturevideoPublicEvent:Therewasaproblemwithyours
Hiccups The first air-breathing fish and amphibians extracted
oxygen using gills when in the water and primitive lungs when
on land—and to do so, they had to be able to close the
glottis, or entryway to the lungs, when underwater. This
process involved the gradual development of traits such as
human bipedalism and language[1] as well as interbreeding with
other homininswhich indicate that human evolution was not
linear but a web. Fleagle, The Evolution of Man ; Gilbert,
Chris
Thisancestorwastheresultofamerging:Scientistsdonotallagree,howeve
was based largely on observations which he made during his
5-year voyage around the world aboard the HMS Beagle
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